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a b s t r a c t
The macro- and micro-features of bone can be assessed by using imaging methods. However, nano- and
molecular features require more detailed characterization, such as use of e.g., vibrational spectroscopy
and X-ray scattering. Nano- and molecular features also affect the mechanical competence of bone tissue.
The aim of the present study was to reveal the effects of mineralization and its alterations on the mineral
crystal scale, by investigating the spatial variation of molecular composition and mineral crystal structure
across the cross-section of femur diaphyses in young rats, and healthy and osteoporotic mature rats
(N = 5). Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and scanning small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS/WAXS) techniques with high spatial resolution were used at identical locations over the whole
cross-section. This allowed quantification of point-by-point information about the spatial distribution
of mineral crystal volume. All measured parameters (crystal dimensions, degree of orientation and
predominant orientation) varied across the cortex. Specifically, the crystal dimensions were lower in
the central cortex than in the endosteal and periosteal regions. Mineral crystal orientation followed
the cortical circumference in the periosteal and endosteal regions, but was less well-oriented in the central regions. Central cortex is formed rapidly during development through endochondral ossification.
Since rats possess no osteonal remodeling, this bone remains (until old age). Significant linear correlations were observed between the dimensional and organizational parameters, e.g., between crystal length
and degree of orientation (R2 = 0.83, p < 0.001). Application of SAXS/WAXS provides valuable information
on bone nanostructure and its constituents, effects of diseases and, prospectively, mechanical
competence.
Ó 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction
Bone structure, composition, and shape change continuously
due to bone formation and resorption. While the macro- and
microscale properties of bone can be assessed by using different
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imaging methods, e.g., X-ray computed tomography, information
on the molecular- and nanolevel characteristics require a different
approach. Vibrational spectroscopy and X-ray scattering methods
can be used (Boskey and Pleshko Camacho, 2007; Bunger et al.,
2010; Fratzl et al., 1996a,b; Mathavan et al., 2015; Turunen et al.,
2014, 2011). The organization and structure of bone on all length
scales (including the nanoscale) contribute to the mechanical competence of bone, and alterations may result in e.g. an increased
fracture risk as a result of osteoporosis. Efforts have been made
to understand and determine the collagen and mineral crystal
structure, content, and organization in bone (Acerbo et al., 2014;
Bunger et al., 2010, 2006; Camacho et al., 1999; Fratzl et al.,
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1992; Giannini et al., 2014; Turunen et al., 2014). However, the
effects of alterations in mineralization, e.g., due to osteoporosis
and variation in tissue formation mechanisms, on mineral crystal
size and organization remain unclear.
Hydroxyapatite (HA) crystals and collagen fibers are the basic
building blocks of bone. The HA crystals are a few hundred angstrom long and wide and about 20–40 Å thick (Bunger et al.,
2010; Camacho et al., 1999; Weiner and Traub, 1992). With the
collagen fibers they form a three-dimensional framework in which
the crystal plates grow in relatively parallel layers (Weiner and
Traub, 1992). The mineral plates are organized within the collagen
fibrils (Weiner et al., 1991) but mineralization also occurs on the
fibril surface (Landis et al., 1996). The mineral crystals are arranged
tightly together (Schwarcz et al., 2014) and their preferred orientation, together with the collagen fibrils, follows the primary direction of mechanical loading, i.e., along the direction of the shaft in
a long bone. Arrays of these mineralized collagen fibers form
lamellae, which in cortical bone are formed as a result of Haversian
modeling and remodeling, the formation of osteons, or as a result
of periosteal and endosteal remodeling. To directly visualize these
basic building blocks, the mineral crystals, transmission electron
microscopy is needed (Weiner and Traub, 1992).
Rodent bones do not undergo Haversian remodeling, and thus
possess no osteons. The exact reason is unknown, but instead of
Haversian remodeling, the bone formation and resorption occur
on the periosteal and endosteal surfaces, resulting in circumferential lamellar bone (Bach-Gansmo et al., 2015, 2013; Shipov et al.,
2013; Weiner and Traub, 1992; Weiner et al., 1991). The central
bone has recently been shown to be more disorganized and to contain islands of remaining mineralized cartilage from the endochondral bone formation process (Bunger et al., 2010; Bach-Gansmo
et al., 2015, 2013; Shipov et al., 2013). Thus, the oldest bone in
rodent bone cortex is found in the central region. To some extent,
rodent bones provide a simpler system to study mineralization.
Indeed, the different regions across the bone may be representative
of tissue that has been mineralized at different times. The effects of
metabolic bone diseases, e.g., osteoporosis, on local mechanisms of
mineralization (mineral crystal size) are not well known (Donnelly
et al., 2010). The ovariectomized (OVX) rat model of postmenopausal osteoporosis is well established for the assessment
of effects of osteoporosis (Bagi et al., 1997; Kalu, 1991).
Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) has been used to study the
mineral properties in bone, including crystal thickness and orientation (Bunger et al., 2010; Fratzl et al., 1996a,b; Rinnerthaler et al.,
1999). Recently we studied mineralization during bone healing in
a rat femoral fracture model using SAXS (Turunen et al., 2014). In
another study we investigated the mineral plate thicknesses in
lumbar vertebra and proximal tibia of healthy and osteoporotic
(OVX) rats (Mathavan et al., 2015). Other researchers have used
combined small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS/WAXS)
(Acerbo et al., 2014; Giannini et al., 2014) to investigate the
nanometer-scale mineral crystal dimensions and orientations.
They demonstrated decreased crystal length in the periosteal
region of OVX rats (Acerbo et al., 2014). Moreover, the crystal
length was lower in the periosteal region than in intracortical
region but no differences in degree of orientation between intracortical and periosteal or control and OVX samples were observed.
Giannini et al. showed that the long crystal direction [0 0 2] is
aligned with the collagen fibers, whereas the collagen crystal direction [2 1 0] (width of the crystal) is perpendicular to [0 0 2]
(Giannini et al., 2014). However, crystal dimensions were not
determined.
The use of a narrow X-ray pencil beam with high flux, as available at synchrotron facilities, coupled with an automated scanning
stage provides an opportunity to collect point-by-point matched
SAXS and WAXS scattering data at high spatial resolution. The

combined point-by-point SAXS and WAXS data enables the spatial
quantification of all three mineral crystal dimensions, and consequently calculation of mineral crystal volume. This has not been
determined earlier. Furthermore, as Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) spectroscopy can resolve the spatial distribution of the
molecular composition of the tissue (Camacho et al., 1999;
Turunen et al., 2014), combining SAXS and WAXS with FTIR data
can provide a broad and detailed characterization of structure
and composition of the bone on the nano- and molecular scale.
The aim of the present study was to investigate the spatial variation of molecular composition and mineral crystal structure over
the cross-section of rat femur diaphyses. Mineral crystal dimensions, organization, mineralization (based on SAXS and WAXS),
and molecular composition (based on FTIR spectroscopy) were
compared and cross-correlated point-by-point and between
regions of the bone cortex, i.e., the periosteal region, the central
region, and the endosteal region. Additionally, young and mature
rats, as well as healthy and OVX rats were compared qualitatively.

2. Materials and methods
Cortical bone of five female Sprague-Dawley rat femora were
harvested for SAXS, WAXS, and FTIR analyses. One rat was sacrificed at 10 weeks of age (referred to as ‘‘young”). At 12 weeks of
age, two rats were ovariectomized (OVX) and two rats were kept
as controls. The OVX and control rats were sacrificed at 30 weeks
of age (referred to as ‘‘mature healthy” and ‘‘mature OVX”). The
animal ethics and scientific advisory committee approved the care
and experimental protocol (Ethical Permission No. M216-08, Lund
University).

2.1. SAXS and WAXS
The left femora were harvested and the proximal half was
embedded in epoxy resin. From each diaphysis of the proximal
femur, 100 lm thick cross-sections were sawed using a lowspeed, water-cooled IsoMet 11-1180 saw (Buehler, Illinois) with
a diamond blade. SAXS and WAXS measurements were conducted
at the cSAXS beamline at Swiss Light Source (SLS), Paul Scherrer
Institut (PSI) in Villigen, Switzerland following outlined procedures
(Bunk et al., 2009). Whole cortical bone cross-sections were rasterscanned with 20  20 lm2 spot size and with scanning steps (pixel
size) of 20 lm in a continuous line-scan mode. To cover the whole
cortex the average area of acquisition was 4.3  4.0 mm. An exposure time of 50 ms and X-ray wavelength of 1.0 Å were used. The
distance between the exit window and the sample was 25 cm
(Fig. 1). For WAXS and SAXS the sample-detector distances were
30.8 cm and 711.9 cm providing q ranges of 0.4–29.4 nm1 and
0.02–1.45 nm1, respectively (Fig. 1). For WAXS measurements
an aperture of 1 mm was added 6 cm before the sample to reduce
air-scattering. The distances to the detector were calibrated using a
Silver-Behenate (AgBH) powder standard and the data were background corrected by subtracting air-background measurements.
The beam center for SAXS was determined from the AgBH scattering pattern and from an actual bone measurement for WAXS.
Between the SAXS and WAXS measurements, the setup was changed only by moving the detector but keeping the samples in place.
The SAXS and WAXS scattering patterns recorded with a Pilatus
2 M (Henrich et al., 2009) were azimuthally integrated in order to
obtain I(q) scattering curves (Fig. 1). The azimuthal integration was
performed using only pixels with valid measurements, thereby
excluding the pixels blocked by the beam stop, dead or hot pixels
and insensitive gaps between the detector modules. The intensities
in each pixel were corrected using geometrical and polarization
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Fig. 1. Schematic presentation of the measurement setup showing the detector scattering images in WAXS and SAXS setup. The sample-detector distances for WAXS and
SAXS were 30.8 cm and 711.9 cm, respectively. Also azimuthally integrated I(q) scattering curves of WAXS and SAXS detector images are shown. Additionally, a typical fit to a
SAXS scattering curve is shown as well as Gaussian-Lorenzian curves fitted to the [0 0 2] and [3 1 0] peaks of the WAXS curve.

correction factors (Pauw, 2014) which were especially prominent
in WAXS.
To evaluate the mineral crystal lengths and widths from WAXS
curves across the cortex cross-section the crystal lengths along the
c-axis were determined from the width of the [0 0 2] reflection at
Dq 1.78–1.88 nm1 (Fig. 1) (Acerbo et al., 2014; Lange et al.,
2011). The widths in the ab-plane were derived from the [3 1 0]
reflection (perpendicular to [0 0 2]) at Dq 2.63–2.89 nm1
(Acerbo et al., 2014; Lange et al., 2011). The exact locations of
the peaks were determined using the second derivative of the scattering curve. To each peak, a Gaussian-Lorentzian curve with a
scale parameter was fitted (Fig. 1). Subsequently, the full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of the normalized fitted peak (without
the scaling parameter) was used to calculate the crystal dimensions using Scherrer’s equation:

D¼

Kk
;
b1=2 cosðhÞ

(RPA). In the present model, the low-q region in the I(q) curve
was excluded from the fitting. Thus, the effective structure factor,
which describes the fluctuations at low q-values (Bunger et al.,
2010), was not optimized in the fitting routine. The background
term was added to the fit according to the study by Bunger et al.
(2010). The initial guess for the background term was evaluated
from the Porod-region where I(q)Pq4 according to Porod’s law
(Glatter and Kratky, 1982). Thus, the total intensity of the fitted
model (at q-range of 0.32–1.40 q1) was given by

IðqÞ ¼ Peff ðqÞ þ B;
where Peff(q) is the effective plate scattering including the RPA correction factor (Shimada et al., 1988) and B is the background term.
By assuming that the mineral crystals are plate-like, the crystal
volume was calculated by multiplying the crystal thickness (curve
fitting, SAXS) with the crystal length (peak [0 0 2], WAXS) and crystal width (peak [3 1 0], WAXS).
2.2. FTIR

where D is the average crystal size corresponding to the reflection, K
is a constant describing the crystal shape (typically around 0.9), k
the X-ray wavelength, b½ is the FWHM of the peak and h is the scattering angle. The resolution broadening due to the instrument was
considered negligible (10 times smaller than the detector pixel size)
and was thus not implemented in the Scherrer’s equation.
To determine the mineral crystal thickness the predominant
orientation and the degree of orientation of the crystals in the cortex cross-section, from SAXS curves, the orientational parameters
were obtained by fitting a Gaussian curve to the two symmetrical
peaks of the azimuthal dependence I(w). The predominant orientation and degree of orientation of the crystals were calculated from
these Gaussian curves as described previously (Rinnerthaler et al.,
1999). The mean crystal thickness was evaluated from SAXS curves
using weighted iterative curve fitting to the I(q) scattering curve
(Fig. 1) as described earlier (Bunger et al., 2010). Briefly, in the
model scattering is assumed to take place from a plate with finite
thickness and infinite size in the other directions. The plate scattering is orientationally averaged with equal weight to all orientations, and the internal variation in mineral plate thicknesses is
assumed to follow a Schulz-Zimm distribution. Furthermore, since
two crystals cannot occupy the same volume, this excluded volume effect is perceived using the random phase approximation

For Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) microspectroscopy, three

lm thick sections were cut sequential to those used for SAXS

and WAXS using a HM 355S microtome (Thermo Scientific, MA,
USA). The sections were placed on infrared transparent BaF2 windows. FTIR measurements were conducted at the D7 beamline at
the MAX-IV laboratory (Lund, Sweden). A Bruker 66V FTIR
spectrometer (Bruker Corp., MA, USA) was coupled to a Bruker
Hyperion 3000 IR microscope using a focal plane array (FPA) detector. Samples were measured with spectral resolution of 4 cm1 and
64 scans were repeated for a wavelength range of 2000–800 cm1.
The full femoral cortex cross-sections were imaged using the FPA
detector (each array covers 128  128 elements corresponding to
340  340 lm2) with binning of 4-by-4 to reduce the data set.
Additionally, one region of only epoxy resin was measured. The
average epoxy resin spectrum was normalized using the characteristic peak at 1728 cm1 and subsequently subtracted from the
bone spectra (Gadeleta et al., 2000; Isaksson et al., 2010; Rieppo
et al., 2004). For each measurement point, the mineral/matrix ratio
(M/M, 1200-900/1720-1585 cm1) to estimate the degree of mineralization (Boskey and Pleshko Camacho, 2007), crystallinity
(1030/1020 cm1) to estimate the mineral crystal size and
perfection (Durchschlag et al., 2006; Marcott et al., 1998), collagen
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cross-linking ratio (XLR, 1660/1690 cm1) to estimate the collagen
maturity (Courtland et al., 2008; Paschalis et al., 2001), and acid
phosphate substitution (APS, 1127/1096 cm1) to indicate new
bone formation (Spevak et al., 2013), were determined.

homogeneous across the cortex and, therefore, determination of
the region was not possible using the same criteria. Thus, molecular composition was evaluated for the whole cortex. All analyses
were performed using custom-written scripts in MATLAB
(R2012b, The MathWorks, Inc., MA).

2.3. Spatial analysis
2.4. Statistical analysis
SAXS and WAXS analyses provided parameter maps from which
the spatial distribution could be evaluated. Each cortex crosssection was divided into three areas representing the endosteal,
central, and periosteal regions (Fig. 2). Since the central region contained more disorganized bone compared to the surrounding
lamellar bone at endosteal and periosteal regions (Bach-Gansmo
et al., 2013; Bunger et al., 2010; Shipov et al., 2013), the regional
thicknesses were determined based on the maps of the predominant orientation (Fig. 2A) and then compared to the other SAXS/
WAXS maps. Relative areas of the regions were determined by
dividing the area of the region with the full cortex area (Fig. 2B).
The average values of each region were calculated for each parameter and animal. The average results of each region from the two
mature healthy and the two mature OVX samples were compared.
The molecular composition maps from FTIR analyses were more

Spatial averages of each parameter from SAXS/WAXS analysis
for endosteal, central, and periosteal regions of bone cortex
(Fig. 2A) of mature rats (healthy and OVX) were compared using
non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-test. Pearson’s correlations
between different parameters were determined using the spatial
averages of the regions of each sample (SAXS/WAXS, 15 values)
and for spatial averages of the whole cortex in each sample (FTIR,
5 values). Additionally, Pearson’s correlations of point-by-point
SAXS and WAXS data maps downscaled by a factor of four were
calculated for all data-points of the five samples after merging
the maps. Mann-Whitney U-test and Pearson’s correlation analyses
between the spatial averages was done using IBM SPSS statistics
(v21, IBM corp., Armonk, NY). Pearson’s correlations for point-bypoint data maps were calculated using MATLAB. For all analyses,
p < 0.05 was considered significant.

3. Results

Fig. 2. Endosteal, central, and periosteal regions of bone cortex determined based
on the predominant orientation map (A) and double-checked using other SAXS and
WAXS maps. The division is based on the disorganized nature of bone in the central
region (Bach-Gansmo et al., 2015, 2013). Relative areas (%) of endosteal, central, and
periosteal regions in young (Young), mature healthy (Healthy), and mature OVX
(OVX) samples are shown (B).

All SAXS and WAXS parameter maps indicated visually a layered cortex structure, i.e., endosteal, central, and periosteal regions
(Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). However, the relative areas of these regions
seemed to be different between young, healthy mature and OVX
groups (Fig. 2B). The central region was thickest in the young sample whereas periosteal and endosteal regions were thicker in the
healthy mature and OVX samples, respectively. Generally, all crystal dimensions showed lower values in the central cortex than in
the endosteal and periosteal regions (Fig. 3A–D). Predominant orientation of the crystals in the cross-section of the cortex followed
the cortical circumference in the endosteal and periosteal regions,
while it was more random in the central region (Fig. 3E). This

Fig. 3. SAXS and WAXS parameter maps of a healthy mature rat femoral cortex. Mineral plate thickness (SAXS) (A) and crystal length ([0 0 2] WAXS) (B), crystal width ([3 1 0]
WAXS) (C), and the crystal volume (SAXS & WAXS) (D) maps are presented. Moreover, the predominant orientation (E) and degree of orientation (F) (SAXS) maps are also
shown. Orientation angles in (E) are indicated (note that the angles range from 0° to 180°, thus all vertical orientations are 90°). The layered structure between periosteal,
central, and endosteal regions is obvious at all sub-images. Also small islands with larger sized crystals are present inside the central cortex. This is consistent with findings by
others of remnants of calcified cartilage islands inside the rat cortex (Bach-Gansmo et al., 2013).
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Fig. 4. Average crystal dimensions (A–D) and degree of orientations (E) in whole cortex (Full), endosteal (Endos), central (Central), and periosteal (Perios) regions of cortex of
mature (healthy and OVX) samples. Significance for Mann-Whitney U-test are indicated ⁄p < 0.05.

should not be mixed with the main orientation of the crystals
which is along the long axis of the bone.
In mature samples, crystal dimensions were generally higher in
the endosteal and periosteal regions than in the central region
(Fig. 4A–D). Crystal thickness (Fig. 4A), crystal length (Fig. 4B),
crystal volume (Fig. 4D), and degree of orientation (Fig. 4E) were
significantly higher in endosteal and periosteal regions compared
to central region (p < 0.05). Crystal width (Fig. 4C) was significantly
higher in periosteal region compared to central and endosteal
regions (p < 0.05).
When averages for the endosteal, central and periosteal areas of
all samples were collected, significant correlations between the
crystal size and organization related parameters were found.
Degree of orientation correlated significantly with crystal length
(R2 = 0.84, p < 0.01), crystal volume (R2 = 0.51, p < 0.01), crystal
width (R2 = 0.41, p < 0.05), and crystal thickness (R2 = 0.37,
p < 0.05). As expected, crystal thickness, crystal length and crystal
width all correlated highly with crystal volume (R2 > 0.70,
p < 0.01). These results were in line with the point-by-point correlations where crystal volume correlated significantly with all the
dimensions, while crystal thickness remained as the most important factor (R2 = 0.73, p < 0.001, Fig. 6). In FTIR data, increase in
XLR correlated significantly with the decrease in APS (R2 = 0.59,
p < 0.01) and with increase in crystallinity (R2 = 0.61, p < 0.001).

Due to the small number of samples, the young, mature healthy,
and mature OVX samples were compared only qualitatively. However crystal dimensions were clearly lower in the young sample
compared to the mature samples (Fig. 5A–D). No clear differences
were observed in degree of orientation (Fig. 5E). Descriptively,
mineral/matrix ratio was lower in OVX samples than in young
and mature healthy samples (Fig. 5F) whereas collagen maturity
(Fig. 5G) was lower in young sample than in mature samples. Acid
phosphate substitution (Fig. 5H) was higher in young and OVX
samples than in mature healthy samples.
4. Discussion
In the present study, mineralization across rat femoral cortex
was studied using high resolution scanning SAXS, WAXS, and FTIR
microspectroscopy. We found that the mineral crystal sizes were
larger in endosteal and periosteal surfaces of bone compared to
the central region of the cortex. Further, the predominant orientation followed the edge of the cortex while it was more randomly
distributed in the central region. These findings indicate a higher
and more organized degree of mineralization in the regions where
the later formed lamellar bone is present (Weiner and Traub, 1992;
Weiner et al., 1991). On the other hand, in the central region (oldest bone) the mineral crystals were smaller and they were more

Fig. 5. Average crystal dimensions (A–D), degree of orientations (E), and mineral/matrix ratio (F), collagen maturity (G), acid phosphate substitution (H), and crystallinity (I)
in whole cortex in young (Young), mature healthy (Healthy), and mature OVX (OVX) samples.
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randomly oriented, presumably because of the quick formation
during endochondral ossification that occurred during the original
mineralization of the long bone (Bach-Gansmo et al., 2015, 2013;
Shipov et al., 2013). Moreover, the collection of point-by-point
SAXS and WAXS data together with biochemical composition,
enabled us to determine spatial distribution of the mineral crystal
volume, not previously reported.
SAXS has been widely used to determine the mineral plate
thickness in bone. Especially a method proposed by Fratzl et al.
has been used extensively (Bunger et al., 2006; Fratzl et al., 1991,
1996a,b; Rinnerthaler et al., 1999). However, this model requires
specific assumptions for mineral phase fraction which may not
be valid in all cases, e.g., in newly formed bone or when comparing
bone with different turnover rate. This method also uses only the
high-q data (q = 1–2 Å1) which generally have larger uncertainties. Therefore, Bunger et al. (2010) proposed a curve fitting
method, adopted in the current study. This model includes no
assumption on the mineral phase fraction, however, there may
be uncertainties due to correlations of some of the fitting parameters (Kaspersen et al., 2016). The thickness is mainly determined by
the Guinier region of the data, i.e., the region where the fitting is
performed (Fig. 1). However, when polydispersity and concentration effects are present, the Guinier region will be influenced by
both the thickness, the polydispersity, and the structure factor
effects due to the high volume fraction of mineral plates in bone
(Kaspersen et al., 2016). As the thickness and polydispersity correlate to some extent, the polydispersity was kept fixed at 0.3 during
the optimizations to assure comparable results between the fits.
The present study contains fits of several thousand datasets, and
the fact that the values are similar within each region, but different
between periosteal, central, and endosteal regions, serves as a validation of the fit parameters. The model has previously been used
to study the effect of OVX-induced osteoporosis in trabecular bone
(Mathavan et al., 2015), effects of SrCl2 treatment on OVX-rat cortical bone (Bunger et al., 2010), and newly formed callus tissue
(Turunen et al., 2014). WAXS has been used to study the other
crystal dimensions, i.e., length and width, in bone. However, simultaneous SAXS and WAXS measurement are rare (Acerbo et al.,
2014; Daniels et al., 2010; Giannini et al., 2014; Paris, 2008;
Sandholzer et al., 2014). In two studies only a partial coverage of
the azimuthal angles has been used (Acerbo et al., 2014; Daniels
et al., 2010), which might result in reduced detection of the orientational features. In another study the main focus was on orientational properties (Giannini et al., 2014) without determining the
dimensions of the crystals. To our knowledge, this is the first study
where combined high resolution scanning SAXS and WAXS are
used to study mineralization across the bone cortex cross-section.
Rat long bones are initially formed by rapid endochondral ossification. As a result of bone growth and maturation, lamellar bone
is formed in the periosteal and endosteal regions (newer bone) and
the remnants of the initial mineralization form the central region
(older bone) (Bach-Gansmo et al., 2015, 2013; Shipov et al.,
2013; Weiner and Traub, 1992). In addition to the different regions,
also small islands inside the central region are visible in SAXS/
WAXS parameter maps (Fig. 3). The mineral crystals are clearly larger in these islands compared to the other central region. This is
consistent with a previous study by Bach-Gansmo et al. (2013),
which identified these islands as being calcified cartilage and
showed that they have a higher calcium content compared to the
surrounding tissue. The effect of maturation is visible from the relative areas of these regions (Fig. 2B). The central region represents
a higher proportion of the cross-section in the young bone (69%)
than in the healthy mature (53%) and OVX (58%) samples. Despite
being based on very low number of samples, this is consistent with
previous findings (Bach-Gansmo et al., 2013; Danielsen et al.,
1993). Compared to regions of bone formation in mechanically

loaded and non-loaded rat ulna imaged after labeling (Fig. 1 in
(Noble et al., 2003), Fig. 6 in (Robling et al., 2006), and Fig. 1B in
(Checa et al., 2015)), the present SAXS and WAXS parameter maps
show a similar pattern (Fig. 3), i.e., in the periosteal (but also endosteal) regions of the bone. The strains due to mechanical loading
are more prominent especially on the periosteal regions, and based
on finite element models, the fluid velocities have been calculated
to be higher at both periosteal and endosteal regions (Pereira et al.,
2015). Load-induced fluid flow has been proposed to provide the
mechanism for mechano-coupling (Klein-Nulend et al., 1995). This
may serve as one explanation for the apparent increased remodeling activity and bone adaptations leading to growth of the mineral
crystals also on the nanoscale. Indeed, the contour plots of fluid
velocities in Fig. 9 in Pereira et al. (2015) match distinctly the layered structure observed in this study (Fig. 3).
The predominant orientation of the mineral crystals followed
the edge of the cortex whereas it was more random in the central
region. However, the orientation determined in 2-dimensions may
be restrictive. In case of bone, the predominant orientation of the
collagen fibers, and mineral crystals, is mainly in the direction of
loading. In long bones, e.g., the femur, the main loading directions
are along the bone shaft, which is perpendicular to the
2-dimensional cross-sections and parallel to the X-ray beam used
in this study. Thus, the predominant orientation in this case is
the mineral crystal orientation in the studied plane. For comprehensive evaluation of the 3-dimensional orientation, the data has
to be collected in different sample angles. Such techniques are currently being developed for SAXS for sectioned (Georgiadis et al.,
2015) and 3D specimens (Liebi et al., 2015; Schaff et al., 2015).
Differences between the young, mature healthy, and mature
OVX samples were observed. In younger rat bone, the mineral
crystal dimensions were generally lower than in the mature rats
(Fig. 4). Although statistical comparison between the groups was
not possible due to low number of samples, the results are in line
with previous studies; mineral crystals have been shown to be
larger in OVX rats compared to control (Mathavan et al., 2015).
FTIR analyses revealed, as expected, that the crystallinity and the
amount of mature cross-links (XLR) were lower in younger bone,
as compared to mature rat bone, whereas acid phosphate substitution (APS), an indicator of new bone formation, was higher in
young than in mature bone. The ability to use these techniques
for monitoring the tissues for both mineral and collagen maturity
was also evident in the inverse correlation between APS and XLR

Fig. 6. Point-by-point correlation between mineral crystal thickness and crystal
volume using data points from all down scaled (factor of 4) data-maps. Pearson
correlation was significant p < 0.001.
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and linear correlation between XLR and crystallinity. APS is higher
when bone formation is present (Miller et al., 2001; Roberts et al.,
1992) whereas XLR and crystallinity increase during tissue aging
(Paschalis et al., 2001, 1996; Turunen et al., 2012, 2011). Based
on the present results, the sizes of the mineral crystals in control
and osteoporotic rats 18 weeks after ovariectomy, were similar.
A strong correlation between the mineral crystal volume and
crystal thickness, crystal length and crystal width were found. This
is expected, since the volume is a product of the dimensions. The
strength of the correlations is in line with the scales of the dimensions. Since the crystal thickness is relatively much smaller than
the length and width (5–15%), even small changes in the thickness
result in a large change in the volume. Thus, mineral crystal volume,
or at least the spatial variation of it, can be evaluated indirectly from
the mineral crystal thickness, even when WAXS and the information
about the crystal length and width are not available.
The major limitation of the present study is the low number of
samples, which impedes the statistical power for the interpretation
of the differences between the samples and the different regions of
cortex. However, this is partly counteracted by the high level of
data collection with small X-ray spot-size. Therefore, the focus
was on studying the behavior across the cortex where over
16,000 measurement points are available per sample.
5. Conclusions
In this study, novel analysis methods were used to probe the
differences of molecular composition and nanostructure across
rat bone cortex in young, and mature healthy and mature OVX
rat samples. Furthermore, combined point-by-point SAXS and
WAXS data collection enabled the quantification of the spatial variation of crystal volume across rat bone cortex. Mineral crystal size
was found to be significantly lower in the central region, which
seems to be remnants from the early and rapidly formed bone during endochondral ossification (Bach-Gansmo et al., 2015, 2013;
Shipov et al., 2013), compared to the newer formed and more
lamellar structured bone at the endosteal and periosteal regions.
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